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Accessible Art 
I used to think that “accessible” 
only meant to be able to get into 
something, like a building. But 
now, “accessible” includes access, 
availability, ability to participate, 
and more. 

My husband recently attended a 
poverty reduction conference. He 
came back with the main message 
that throwing money at poverty 
does very little to alter any issue for 
the long term. Instead, what is 

required is a supportive culture of inclusivity. 

When I think of culture in terms of the visual arts, I see art 
transcending cultural boundaries, whether those barriers be 
language, geography, physical ability, education or income. 

Take painting, income and education, for instance. Yes, a person 
could commit to years of higher education, travel to galleries around 
the world, and buy the best materials and equipment available. Yet, 
will that person be any more talented as an artist than somebody 
who heads to the Dollar Store with a pocket of change, buys a small 
canvas, a few acrylic paints and sits in their kitchen mixing colours? 

When I think of my painting colleagues at Artique Artists’ 
Cooperative, we come from many different backgrounds. To look 
around the walls of the gallery, it is impossible to tell which artist 
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comes from what income bracket, or their level of higher 
education. We are all artists on a level playing field. Income and 
fine art degrees are not a barrier to accessibility. 

Two-hour creations 
When I paint with Lyla 
Smith, an object is 
arranged to provide an 
equally good view for each 
of us. As such, our finished 
paintings can be very 
different indeed. 

She arrived one day with 
old boots. A mainstay is a light blue silky background fabric 
draped over a stand. Lyla’s painting is in the middle, mine is on 
the right, and the original boots are on the left. Such different 
paintings of the same object from two different viewpoints, with 
two different artists, and the clock ticking for two hours. 

Top picks! 
I hope some who read my first newsletter in April followed the 
link to arttutor.com. With the same hope, I offer you 
andrewtischler.com. 

Here is an Australian artist, now living 
in New Zealand, who dips into the 
hyper-realism world of painting using 
oil. I use acrylic, yet the instruction he 
provides in his informative and 
enjoyable videos transcends medium. 

Every image is captured stroke by stroke with explanation of what 
Andrew considers while perfecting his craft. 

Subscription to his YouTube channel and website is free. Receive 
regular updates and notifications of new videos to watch, enjoy 
and become motivated by. My art creations are improving and I 
know part of the reason is from following andrewtischler.com. 

Another website to watch is artfinds.me. It is not a website of 
educational videos. Instead, it is a gallery of Vancouver Island and  
Sunshine Coast artists. Jenny Farkas set up artfinds.me to put art 
buyers directly in touch with artists. I hope more Sunshine Coast 
artists post their work to this site to entice buyers to come for a 
worthwhile purchasing trip :)
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To capture the rich rose of 
early morning sky, I used an 
alizarin crimson and white 

background. Onto this I 
blocked in the hills with 

distant ones being more lilac. 
I added the rough shapes to 
the water then brought the 
sky colour down into the 
foreground. After that, I 

added the lights and almost 
imperceptible buildings of 

the Powell River mill at 5 am.
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